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ATR VOWEL HARMONY IN AKPOSSO·
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This paper presents a description of the vowel harmony system of Akposso
(Uwi), a Kwa language of Ghana and Togo, one of only a handful of Kwa
languages with a complete ten vowel system with ATR harmony. However, the
tenth vowel, hi, does not function as the harmonic counterpart of the low [-ATR]
central vowel lal in affixes as it does in other ten vowel languages with crossheight vowel harmony systems. Rather, in some instances Ia! alternates with lei in
[+ATR] contexts, while in other instances it surfaces invariably as lal in both
[-ATR] and l +ATR] contexts. Formant measurements show the [+ATR] central
vowel occupying the mid area of acoustic space, thus adding some support to the
view that [+ATR] central vowels in ATR harmony systems are phonetically nonlow rather than low, the more widely-assumed position. Although vowel harmony
applies to a significant number of affixes, especially in the verb morphology,
there are interesting limitations on how far harmony extends.

1. Introduction

Akposso is a Kwa language spoken by about 100,000 people living in the Wawa
and Amou Prefectures in the Plateau Region of Togo. Approximately 5,000
Akposso speakers also reside in the Volta Region of Ghana. The language is classified in the Left Bank subgroup of K wa [Stewart 1989]. According to Stewart,
Akposso is most clearly related to Ahlo (lgo), spoken in Togo, and Bowili (Tuwili),
spoken in Ghana. The Uwi dialect of Akposso described in this paper is spoken on
the Akposso Plateau. Previous studies of the language include Afola-Amey [1995],
Dozeman [1995a,b], Eklo [1987], Ring & Numuley [n.d.], Rongier [1989], and
WolflI909].
The purpose of this paper is to describe the vowel harmony system of Akposso.
Akposso vowel harmony is of the cross-height type [Stewart 1971] based on the
feature Advanced Tongue Root (ATR). The harmony system has several points of

* I would like to thank Rod Casali for his encouragement and many helpful comments as I was
writing this paper. Special thanks also goes to Julien Koufedzi, my Akposso consultant, for his
help in supplying and recording the data which has served as the basis for this paper.
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interest. Unlike most Kwa languages with a five-height cross-height vowel harmony system, Akposso has ten contrastive vowels and not nine. However, the
tenth vowel, /'d/, does not regularly function as the harmonic counterpart of /a/ in
affixes as it does in other ten vowel systems. There are also many instances of affix
harmonization that show limitations on the extent of vowel harmony.
This study is based on a period of field work lasting roughly six years, from
May 1992 until present.
2. The Akposso vowel system
2.1 Oral vowel inventory. Akposso has ten phonemic oral vowels, shown in (1).1
Examples illustrating these vowels in different contexts are given in the Appendix.
(1)

front

I central I

back

ATR

+

-

high:

1

1

mid:

£

e

low:

'd

U

u

0

;)

a

Ten vowel cross-height vowel harmony systems are relatively rare in Kwa
languages in comparison to nine vowel systems. An unpublished database by
Casali [1998] containing data on vowel systems in 42 K wa languages lists only
three, Abbey, Abron, and Anyi (Sanvi dialect), as being possible instances of ten
vowel systems. In contrast, 24 Kwa languages are listed as definite or possible
instances of nine vowel systems, and 17 as definite or possible instances of seven
vowel systems.
Several Kwa languages that originally had been analyzed as seven vowel systems have been shown in more recent studies to actually have complete nine
vowel systems with vowel harmony, adding to the number of Kwa languages with
cross-height vowel harmony systems [Casali 1997]. Languages in which ninevowel systems have been discovered more recently include Avatime [Schuh
1995], Gonja [Casali 1997, citing Painter 1970 and Snider 1989a,b,c, 1990], and
Nkonya [Casali 1997, citing Reinecke 1972, Peacock & Lear 1997, and Snider
1989a,b,c, 1990].
Akposso also was originally analyzed as having seven vowels. A very early
description of Akposso, Wolf [1909], claims the following vowels as phonemic:
Ii, e, £, a, ;), 0, u/. In his work, Wolf consistently transcribes [I, u, 'd] as [i, u, a],
respectively. In my initial study of Akposso, I was also tempted to transcribe [I] as
[i] because of their acoustic similarity. In the case of [u], however, I initially found
1 Vowel length and nasalization are not contrastive in Akposso.
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it more similar to [0] than [u] until the Akposso speaker with whom I was working alerted me to the fact that this sound is neither [0] nor [u] and needed to be
transcribed with a different symbol. As far as [g] and [a] are concerned, I personally do not find them particularly similar. It is possible that Wolf missed this difference because of the relatively restricted distribution of [g]. However, it is clear
from the presentation of the data in the Appendix that /a/ and /g/ are contrastive
phonemes in Akposso, making for a ten vowel system with vowel harmony.
While it is in true contrast with [-ATR] /a/, the central [+ATR] vowel /g/ has a
limited distribution and is completely missing in word-initial position in Akposso.
Moreover, as we shall see, /g/ does not fully participate in the vowel harmony
system of Akposso as one would anticipate.
2.2 Vowel formant frequency measurements. Presented below in (2) are average values of first and second formant frequency measurements for each vowel in
Akposso. Five words for each vowel in word final position were used to measure
and calculate the formant averages. The words used, along with the formant values
measured for each vowel, may be found in the Appendix.2 These values are
plotted in (3).
(2) Vowel formant measurements
Vowel
ATR
+

e

e
g

a
0
J

u
u

Average Fl

Average F2

302
302
336
516
504
696
330
594
320
380

2140
2200
1902
1826
1390
1352
906
1060
822
810

2 Measurements were made using the spectogram-with-formants and spectrum displays of the
SIL Win CECIL (version 2.2) speech analysis software. Each measurement was made, where
possible, at a steady state portion at or near the center of the vowel. All utterances were taken
from the tape-recorded speech of an adult male speaker of the Uwi dialect.
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(3) Plot of formant measurements - F2 vs. Fl
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There are several points of interest to be noted. First of all, there appears to be
a disproportional use of acoustic space in the Akposso vowel system. There is a
fairly large gap between the formant values of the [-ATR] mid vowels /f:J and I:JI
and the higher front and back vowels, which are spaced together much more
closely.
Secondly, the perceptual similarity of Iii and /II appears to be born out in the
formant measurements of these two vowels; the averages of the Fl measurements
are the same. However, the high back vowels lui and lui do not have similar
formant measurements. Rather, [-ATR] lui occupies an acoustic space somewhat
lower than 101. This would account for the perceptual similarity of these two
vowels that I pointed out earlier.
Thirdly, the [+ATR] central vowel in (Uwi) Akposso is situated in the mid area
of the acoustic space. Its formant measurements put it in a region somewhat higher
than /£1 and I:JI yet lower than lei and 101.
2.3 Tone. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to fully describe the tonal system of Akposso, it will be helpful to understand some basic elements of Akposso
tone before proceeding into the description of the vowel harmony system.3
Akposso has three contrastive tones, high, mid, and low. From a database of 175
monosyllabic verbs, 106 verbs form minimal pairs which include seven minimal
3 I have included phonetic tone data in most of my examples in this paper. In some cases, for the
purposes of clarity, I have presented only phonemic tone.
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triplets. For example, Ivel 'to sharpen', Ivel 'to be ripe', Ivel 'to jump' and /l61 'to
carry', /lui 'to hang', /lui 'to weave'.
Nouns also have a three way contrast between high, mid, and low. After H,
however, there is a fourth level tone, a lower mid-tone. There is also a high-to-Iow
falling tone and a high-to-mid falling tone after H. The table in (4) shows some
minimal tone contrasts between these various tones after H. The lower mid-tone is
represented by HM2 and the falling tones as H-M (high-to-mid fall) and H-L (highto-low fall) in the example which follows.
The diacritics that are being used to indicate tone are as follows:' signifies high
tone,' low tone. low-rising, - lower mid tone, high falling. The absence of a
diacritic mark signifies mid tone. I am using a convention of double vowels to
mark high-to-mid or mid-to-high tone glides. Note that the doubled vowel does not
imply vowel length. For example, the word for 'throat' in (4) above is represented
as [6m6;)] but 'field mouse' is [6mS].
It is worthwhile mentioning that there is some grammatical tone in the verb
system and also a certain amount of tone sandhi or tonal alternations applying
across morpheme boundaries in Akposso. These are the subject of a work in
progress.
v

A

(4) Minimal Tone Pairs
HH

HM

HM2

6ti
'pestle'

6ti
'sorcerer'

6ti
'fable'

61i
6li
'granary' 'outdoors'
616
'kinship'

HL

HH-M

HH-L

6li
'type of tree:

61u
'wind'

61u
, spirit'

ito
'circumcision'

ito
1t60
'body part' 'mountain'

:5tJ:J
'mahogany'

:5tJ3
, grasshopper'

:5gba
'dye'

:5gba
'lizard'
:5m:5:J
'throat'

:5m3
'field mouse'
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3. ATR vowel harmony

3.1 Vowel harmony sets. As suggested in §2, the vowels in Akposso can be
divided into two non-overlapping sets, [+A TR] vowels and [-ATR] vowels, as in
(5). The vowels in a root morpheme will generally be drawn from either the
[+ATR] set or the [-ATR] set, as seen in the examples in (6).
(5) ATR vowel sets
[-ATR]
u

[+ATR]
u
e
0

(6)

/isJ/
/6fI/
[mel
/ugbe/

;:,

E

a

g

[ls1]
[OfI]

/~JVE/

[Ine]
[ugbe]
[5v£]

/Iya;

[Iyaj

/5ta)
/6na!
/Ung/
/utg/
/ekJgf
/6k5/
/ik6/
/ek6/
/ivU/

[5ta]
[6na]
rung]
[utg]
[eklg]
[6k5]
[ik6]
[ek6]
[ivu]

'yam'
'marriage'
'animal trail'
'grasslands'
'sun'
'pig'
'rabbit'
'type of trap'
'type of fruit'
'saliva'
'taboo'
'twin'
'box'
'thing'
'raffia sack'

With only rare exceptions, such as in loan words, a root morpheme will not
contain both [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels. This type of vowel harmony occurs in
many other West African languages, including Chumburung (K wa; Snider [1985,
1989d]), Dilo (Gur; Jones [1987]), Ega (K wa; Bole-Richard [1981 J), Foodo (K wa;
Plunkett [1991]), K;:,nni (Gur; Cahill [1996]), Kasim (Gur; Bonvini [1974]),
Kpokolo (Kru; Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud [1985]), Nawuri (Kwa; Casali
[1988,1995]), Tern (Gur; Tchagbale [1976]), Vata (Kru; Kaye [1982], Kiparsky

[19851).
3.2 Relative frequency of harmony sets. An examination of the vowels in a
sample of 679 unique words (verbs and nouns) containing 769 vowels from my
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lexical database yielded the number of tokens and percentages (in order of descending frequency) for each of the vowels as listed in (7).
(7)

vowel

number of
tokens:

percentage of
total:

/a!
h/
/u/
/£/
/i!

135
IIR
RI
RO
73
70
6R
62
47
35

IR%
15%
10%
10%
9%
9%
9%
R%
6%
5%

/II

/e/
/ul
/0/
/d/

Note that there is a fairly even distribution of the high vowels and mid front
vowels between the [+ATR] and [-ATR] harmony sets in Akposso. There is
however a disproportionately high number of [-ATR] vowels among the mid back
(15% [-ATR], vs. only 6% [+ATR]) and central (lR% [-ATR], vs. only 5%
[+A TRJ) vowels. This causes an overall ratio of 2 to I [-ATR] to [+ATR] vowels.
This is still a more balanced overall ratio than has been reported for some other
languages however. 4
3.3 The unusual status of /a/. I have mentioned above that /d/ is limited in its
distribution; it never occurs word initially where all other vowels of both sets
occur. It would also appear that /d/, while contrasting with /a/ in roots, does not
function as its harmonic counterpart as one would expect it to in harmonizing
affixes. In these cases we see /a/ alternating instead with /e/. We will encounter
many examples of this later. However, a few examples below, involving the incompletive aspect morpheme /ka/- /kef, will serve as an illustration. S

4 Cahill [1996] reports an 80% [-ATR] to 20% [+ATR] ratio for K::mni (Gur) verbs and nouns.
Snider [1984] reports about a four to one ratio of [-ATR] to [+ATRJ for words in Chumburung
(Kwa). Jones' [1987] Swadesh 100 word list for Dilo shows only 30 words with one or more
[+ATR] vowels, as opposed to 71 with exclusively [-ATR] vowels.
S The following abbreviations are used throughout the paper.
P or PL plural
ART
article
INCMP incompletive
POS S
possessive
CMP
completive
INDF
indefinite
S
singular
DEF
definite
NOM
nominative
SUBJ
subjunctive
DIM
diminutive
QUAL
qualitative
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la-ka-ttl

[akatt]

'they are building a nest'

[akada]

'they are vomiting'

[akakp:) 1

'they are hitting'

[akell]

'they are closing'

[akeyl€]

'they are taking the roof off'

[ak€gbg]

'they are borrowing'

3P-INCMP-build.a.nest

la-ka-daJ
3P-INCMP-vomit

la-ka-kp:)1
3P-INCMP-hit

la-ke-fll
3P-INCMP--close

la-ke-ylel
3P-INCMP-take.the.roof.off

la-ke-gbgl
3P-INCMP-borrow

As one would expect, lei also functions as the [+ATR] counterpart of lei. This
is illustrated with examples of the second person singular subject pronoun lei - lei
below. Again, we will see further examples later.

(9)

Ie-ka-ttl

[Ekatt]

'you are building a nest'

[Ekada]

'you are vomiting'

[Ekakp:)]

'you are hitting'

[ek€ll]

'you are closing'

[ek€yl€]

'you are taking the roof off'

3P-INCMP-build.a.nest

Ie-ka-dal
2S-INCMP-vomit

le-ka-kp:)1
2S-IN CMP-hi t

le-ke-fIl
2S-INCMP--close

le-ke-ylel

2S-IN CMP-take. the. roof. off
le-k€-g~1

[ekegbg]

'you are borrowing'

3P-INCMP-borrow

The vowel lei is therefore functioning as the [+ATR] counterpart of both lei
and lal in Akposso. This "double-duty" of the vowel lei is something that has been
noted in some languages with nine vowel cross-height harmony systems such as
Avatime [Schuh 1995], Ega [Bole-Richard 19R1], Igbira [Scholz 1976] and some
varieties of Fante [Welmers 1973, Stewart 1971, Dolphyne 1988]. In ten vowel
languages, on the other hand, one would expect Igl to serve as the harmonic
counterpart of la/. Examples of such languages are Kasem (Our; Awedoba
[1992]) and Deg (Our; Crouch [pers. cor.]). To my knowledge, this is the first
reported case of a ten vowel language where the contrastive counterpart of lal (viz.
Igl) is not also its harmonic counterpart in harmonizing affixes.
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Further indication of the unusual status of Igl comes from a look at one of the
other variants of Akposso, the Tomegbe variant of the Litime dialect. Eklo [19871
and Afola-Amey [1995] have both accurately described the Tomegbe variant of
Akposso as a nine vowel system with ATR vowel harmony. Afola-Amey, whose
work is a synchronic study of the five or six recognized dialects of Akposso,6
claims that the phoneme Igl of the Uwi dialect does not exist in this Litime variant
and shows in her data that where Uwi has Igl in the root of a word, Litime has la/.
For example, le-gtJgI 'he borrowed' in Uwi is le-gba! in Litime. What is particularly provocative in this case is that the Litime example violates the normal rule of
vowel harmony that affixes agree with the word root in their value of ATR; with a
[-ATR] root such as Igba! one expects to see the [-ATR] form la/of the third person pronoun rather than the [+ATR] form lei (cf. la-ba! 'he came,' la!]':)?:>1 'he
cried '). I assume that the above example le-gba! historically had Igl as the root
vowel and that this accounts for the occurrence of the [+ATR] form of the third
person pronoun.

3.4 Harmonizing affixes. Like other West African languages with ATR harmony,
Akposso has affixes that agree with the word root in their value of ATR. There are
few, if any, true suffixes in the language, most of the affixing showing up as
preverbal aspectual affixes in verb morphology. In general, these prefixes harmonize in terms of ATR with the verb root, but as we shall see below, there are limits
as to how far vowel harmony may extend.
We will tum first to vowel harmony in the nominal system before proceeding
to verb morphology.
3.4.1 Vowel harmony and nouns. Vowel harmony is active in two areas of noun
morphology. It occurs in the vestigial evidence of a previous prefixing noun class
system, and also with the definite article clitic. Let us consider first the definite
article.
3.4.1.1 The definite article c1itic I-tl - I-e/. The definite article, I-tl - I-e/, is final
in the noun phrase and harmonizes with the preceding root morpheme in normal
and fast speech. This harmonizing clitic is an allomorph of the definite article Ijtl
which occurs in careful or emphasized speech.?
Examples showing harmonization of I-tl - I-el following a head noun are given
in (10). Note that, along with the harmonization of the clitic with the ATR value of
6 Afola-Amey has supported the argument that Akposso can be split into two main dialects of
which Uwi and Litime each characterize the main differences between the two dialect groupings.
Anderson, Dozeman, Hatfield and Kluge [1992], a sociolinguistic survey conducted among the
Akposso between May and September of that year, shows a 79-81 % intelligibility between the
two major dialects based on a 122 word list drawn from Les listes lexicales kwa [1983].
7 Although I have chosen to interpret the definite article clitic as an allomorph of /jt/, I recognize
that a phonological process deleting /j/ is also possible. I have not, however, found phonological
evidence for such a process being active in other areas of the language. I leave the question open
for further investigation.
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the noun root, the final vowel of the root also undergoes changes, in that round
and high-front vowels glide while non-high, non-round vowels elide. 8
In the examples in (II), the definite article is cliticized to an adjective which
follows the head noun rather than to the head noun itself. Note that the same
elision (or glide formation) and vowel harmony processes occur in this case as well.

/ivu-e/
/em-e/
/tga-e/
fme-e/

[:5s j£e]
[lvIWe]
[lvWe]
[edje]
[tge]
[mee]

'the woman'
'the bird'
'the raffia sack'
'the palm nut'
'the money'
'the animal trail'

/ivI5~

[lvl:5~

'the big bird'
'the white bird'
'the broken granary'

(10) gJSI-e/
/ivl:5~-e/

(11)

k)ka-e/
/ivI5~ fWe-e/
lUll gb:5-el

k)ktt]
fwee]
[Ull gbW£e]
[Ivl:5~

The free form of the definite article /je/, however, does not harmonize, as we
can see in the data in (12). Here the article surfaces invariantly as [je], whether
following a [-ATR] root such as in (12a), or a [+ATR] root as in 02d).
(12) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
L

!5S1

[:5sIje]

/ivl:5~

[Ivl:5~je ]

je/
je/
jivu jel
/em je/
Itga jel
fme je/
/ivl:5~ kIka j€:/
/ivI5~ fwe je/
/ul1 gb5 je/

[lvuje]
[edije]
[tgaje]
[lneje]
[Ivl:5~k)kaje]

[Ivl:5~fweje]

[ullgb:5je]

'the woman'
'the bird'
'the raffia sack'
'the palm nut'
'the money'
'the animal trail'
'the big bird'
'the white bird'
'the broken granary'

3.4.1.2 Vestigial nominal class system. Most simple nouns in Akposso have the
syllable shape V.C(C)V. C(C)VC(C)V also exists, but with less frequency. For the
most part, the initial vowel of the noun of the V.CV type is not functioning as a
noun class prefix in the usual understanding of noun classes, in that it does not
have any clearly identifiable meaning or grammatical function associated with it.
The initial vowel is not marking number since the vowels of the singular and plural
forms are identical. Plurality is indicated instead by the particle /waru/.
8 For further description on the process of elision and glide formation in Akposso, see Dozeman
[1 995a].
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15zazul

'bird'
'sheep'

/ivI5'J waml
15zazu warnl

'birds'
'sheep'

/ivU/
leol/

'raffia sack'
'palm nut'

!ivU waml
ledl waml

'raffia sacks'
'palm nuts'

/ivI5'J1

However, in a few cases, the initial vowel of the V.CV pattern points clearly to
a marginal noun class system in Akposso. Two very limited classes consisting
largely of human beings and animals have been found. In the first of these classes
a singular prefix lui ~ lui corresponds with lal ~ lei in the plural. Thus [+ATR]
roots have lui in the singular and lei in the plural while [-ATR] roots have lui in the
singular and lal in the plural. This can be seen in the examples in (14).
(14) Singular prefix lui ~ lui

lu-m1601
lu-kp1j
lu-luvI/
lu-vlel

'child'
'dog'
'male'
'boar'

lu-gbW
lu-kpal

'gorilla'
'person of a same
age group'

Plural prefix lei ~ I al
le-m1601

le-kp1j
/e-luvl/

le-vlel
la-gbW
la-kpa/

'children'
'dogs'
'males'
'boars'
'gorillas'
'people of a same
age group'

As I have said above, the [+ATR] central vowel is limited in its distribution to
the roots of words; thus it is not surprising that /~I does not function in the right
hand column as the [+ATR] form of the plural prefix corresponding to [-ATR] la/.
We will see more examples of this kind of alternation in Akposso in the verb
morphology section below.
In the second noun class, limited to human beings, singular 10/ ~ hi corresponds
to plural /a/. Note that in this class of nouns, in contrast with the class above, plural
la/ does not alternate harmonically, but shows up as a [-ATR] low with roots of
both A TR sets.
(IS) Singular prefix /0/ ~

/6-levV

101

'young man'

/6-sjetJi1/ 'young woman'
/5-lu/

/5-SI/

'person'
'woman'

Plural prefix I al
'young men'
/a-levV
/a-sjetJi1/ 'young women'
la-lui

/a-sII

'people'
'women'
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3.4.2 Vowel harmony and verb morphology. As stated previously, Akposso has
preverbal aspectual affixes which hannonize for ATR with the verb root. Akposso
verb morphology employs the following morphemes: a subject pronoun marker, a
morpheme marking negation, various aspect morphemes, and the verb root, as
schematized in (16).
(16) Verb

= Subj Pm + (Negation) + Aspect + Verb Root

There are some limitations to the extent of hannony within the morphological
word, but we will first tum to the various aspects and morphemes which clearly
hannonize before addressing these limitations. It is worth noting that aspect in
Akposso is marked with a combination of segments and tone. However, some
aspects, such as the inceptive /ja/ - /je/, are unmarked for tone in their underlying
fonns. Let us begin with the incompietive.

3.4.2.1 Incompletive. The incompletive aspect in Akposso is fonned with the
morpheme /ka/ - Ike), which agrees in its ATR value with the verb root.
(17)

With [-ATR] roots:
/a-ka-da;
/a-ka-kp;:,/
/a-ka-tt/
/a-ka-16/
/a-ka-tJII

[akada]
[akakp;:,]
[akatt]
[aka16]
[akatJI]

'they are vomiting'
'they are hitting'
'they are building a nest'
'they are carrying'
'they are cutting'

With [+ATR] roots:
/a-ke-fl/
/a-ke-yle/

[akefi]
[akeyle]

/a-ke-gb~/

[akegb~]

/a-ke-b6/
/a-ke-kU/

[akeb6]
[akekG]

'they are closing'
'they are taking the roof off'
'they are borrowing'
'they are uprooting'
'they are driving'

Notice here again that the [+ATR] counterpart of /a/ is not /g/ but rather lei.
Also noteworthy is the fact that the third person plural subject pronoun /a/ does
not hannonize. This is true for this pronoun in all other contexts as well. As we
will see below, the other subject pronouns do hannonize in certain contexts.

3.4.2.2 Inceptive. The inceptive is fonned with the morpheme /ja/ - /je/ (with no
tone specified in its underlying fonn). It hannonizes in much the same way as the
incompletive; /ja/ occurs before [-ATR] roots, while /je/ occurs with [+ATR] roots.

ATR vowel harmony in Akposso
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With [-ATR] roots:

la-ja-tJiI
la-ja-t£!
la-ja-da!
la-ja-161
la-ja-kp;)1

[ajatJi]
[ajat€]
[ajada]
[aja16]
[ajakp;)]

'they are beginning to cut'
'they are beginning to build a nest'
'they are beginning to vomit'
'they are beginning to carry'
'they are beginning to hit'

With [+ATR] roots:
la-je-mlil

la-je-ylel
la-je-glxSl
la-je-b61
la-je-kU/

[ajemli]
[ajeyle]
[ajegbg]
[ajeb6]
[ajekfi]

'they are getting up'
'they are beginning to take the roof off'
'they are beginning to borrow'
'they are beginning to uproot'
'they are beginning to drive'

3.4.2.3 Negation. Harmony also affects the negative morpheme Ina; - Ine; when it
directly precedes the verb root, as in (19).
(19)

With [-ATR] roots:
la-na-tJil

la-na-t€1
la-na-da!
la-na-kp;)1
la-na-161

[anatjI]
[anatE]
[anada]
[anakp5]
[anaW]

'they did not cut'
'they did not build a nest'
'they did not vomit'
'they did not hit'
'they did not carry'

With [+ATR] roots:

la-ne-fIl
la-ne-ylel

la-ne-gbgl
la-ne-b61

la-ne-kul

[anefI]
[aneyle]
[anegbg]
[aneb6]
[aneku]

'they did not close'
'they did not take the roof off'
'they did not borrow'
'they did not uproot'
'they did not drive'

3.4.2.4 Completive. The completive aspect is formed with the morpheme lal - lei,
as illustrated by the examples in (20).9

9 High tone appears to be a part of marking the completive aspect, showing up on high and low
tone verbs. Mid tone, however, seems to be resistant to tone perturbation.
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With [-ATR] roots: 10

ImI-a-tJiI
ImI-a-ttl
ImI-a-d<ij

ImI-a-161
ImI-a-kpJI

[mjatJI]
[mjatt]
[mjadci]
[mjalU]
[mjakpJ]

'you
'you
'you
'you
'you

(pI) cut'
(pI) built a nest'
(pI) vomited'
(pI) earned'
(pI) hit'

With [+ATR] roots:
Imi-e-mlil

[mjemli]

Imi-e-ylel
Imi-e-grol
Imi-e-b61

[mjeyh~]

Imi-e-kU/

[mjegbg]
[m jeb6]
[mjeku]

'you (pI) got up'
'you (pI) took off the roof'
'you (pI) borrowed'
'you (pI) uprooted'
'you (pI) drove'

3.4.2.5 Imminent future. The imminent future is formed with the morpheme Ia;
- lei, as in (21).
(21)

With [-ATR] roots:
ImI-a-tJil

ImI-a-ttl
ImI-a-d<ij
ImI-a-lUl
ImI-a-kpJI

[mjatJI]
[mjatt]
[mjadci]
[mjalU]
[mjakpJ]

'you (pI) will cut'
'you (pI) will build a nest'
'you (pI) will vomit'
'you (pI) will carry'
'you (pI) will hit'

With [+ATR] roots:
Imi-e-mlil

Imi-e-ylel
Imi-e-gbgl
Imi-e-b61
Imi-e-kul

[mjemIi]
[mjeyle]
[mjegbg]
[m jeb6]
[mjeku]

'you (pI) will get up'
'you (pI) will take the roof off'
'you (pI) will borrow'
'you (pI) will uproot'
'you (pI) will drive'

3.4.2.6 Predictive. The predictive is formed in much the same way as the imminent future but with the addition of the auxiliary verb /b<ij - /bel 'to come'. Note

10 Although I have transcribed [mI-l - [mi-l as [mjl phonetically in this example, they remain
distinct at slower rates of speech, [mIl - [mil. When these pronouns precede consonant-initial
morphemes, the vowels remain fully syllabic, for example /mI-ka-kp:l/ 'you (pI.) are hitting',
/mi-ke-ku/ 'you (pI.) are driving'.
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With [-ATR] roots:
/mI-a-ba-tJi/
/mI-a-ba-te/
/mI-a-ba-da;
/mI-a-ba-16/
/mI-a-ba-kp::>/

[miabatJi]
[miabate]
[miabada]
[miabal6]
[miabakp::>]

'you (pI)
'you (pI)
'you (pI)
'you (pI)
'you (pI)

will cut (one day)'
will build a nest (one day)'
will vomit (one day)'
will carry (one day)'
will hit (one day)'

'you (pI)
'you (pI)
'you (pI)
'you (pI)
'you (pI)

will get up (one day)'
will take the roof off (one day)'
will borrow (one day)'
will uproot (one day)'
will drive (one day)'

With [+ATR] roots:
/mI-a-be-mli/
/mHl-be-yle/

[miabemli]
[miabeyle]

/mI-a-be-gb~/

[miabegb~]

/mI-a-be-b6/
/mI-a-be-ku/

[miabeb6]
[miabekti]

here that although the /3./ prefix in these examples is presumably the same morpheme that is used with the imminent future, it does not harmonize here for A TR
(as it does in the imminent future), but retains an invariant [-ATR] form even
before [+A TR] verbs. It is a general characteristic of Akposso that harmony will
spread only one syllable to the left of the verb in the aspectual system. We will
consider this in more detail later on.

3.4.2.7 Subject pronouns. As mentioned above, subject pronouns, apart from the
third person plural, can undergo harmony in certain contexts. Subject pronouns
generally do not occur directly before the verb root; an aspect marker or other
morpheme always intervenes. These subject pronouns do, however, harmonize
with some of the aspect markers we have seen so far: the incompietive, inceptive,
and negation markers. In (23)-(25), I illustrate a verb of each ATR set with a
complete pronoun paradigm for these three aspects.
(23) With Incompletive
a. /rn-ka-kp::>/
/e-ka-kp::>/
/5-ka-kp::>/
/wu-ka-kp::>/
/mI-ka-kp::>/
/a-ka-kp::>/

[rnkakp::>]
[£kakp::>]
[5kakp::>J
[wukakp::>]
[mlkakp::>]
[akakp::>]

'I am hitting'
'you are hitting'
'he is hitting'
'we are hitting'
'you (pI) are hitting'
'they are hitting'
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b. /ni-ke-kU/
/e-ke-kU/
/6-ke-kU/
/wu-ke-kU/
/mi-ke-kU/
/a-ke-kU/

[nikekfi]
[ekekfi]
[6kekfi]
[wukekfi]
[mikekfi]
[akekfi]

'I am driving'
'you are driving'
'he is driving'
'we are driving'
'you (pI) are driving'
'they are driving'

a. /m-ja-kp:)/
/e-ja -kp:)/
/:S-ja -kp:)/
/wu-ja-kp:)/
/mI-ja-kp:)/
/a-ja-kp:)/

[mjakp:) ]
[ejakp:)]
[:Sjakp:) ]
[wujakp:) ]
[mljakp:)]
[ajakp:) 1

'I'm beginning to hit'
'you are beginning to hit'
'he is beginning to hit'
'we are beginning to hit'
'you (pi) are beginning to hit'
'they are beginning to hit'

b. /ni-je-ku/
/e-je-kU/
/6-je-kU/
/wu-je-kll/
/mi-je-kU/
/a-je-kll/

[nijeku]
[ejeku]
[6jekfi]
[wujeku]
[mijeku]
[ajekfi]

(24) With Inceptive

'I am beginning to drive'
'you are beginning to drive'
'he is beginning to drive'
'we are beginning to drive'
'you (pi) are beginning to drive'
'they are beginning to drive'

(25) With Negation
a. /m-na-kp:)/
/e-na-kp:)/
/:S-na-kp:)/
/wu-na-kp:)/
/mI-na-kp:)!
/a-na-kp:)/

[nmakp5]
[enakp5]
[:Smlkp5]
[wunakp5]
[mmakp5]
[anakp5]

'I did not hit'
'you did not hit'
'he did not hit'
'we did not hit'
'you (pI) did not hit'
'they did not hit'

b. /ni-ne-kU/
/e-ne-kU/
/6-ne-kU/
/wu-ne-kU/
/mi-ne-kU/
/a-ne-hl/

[nineku]
[eneku]
[6neku]
rwuneku]
[mineku]
[aneku]

'I did not drive'
'you did not drive'
'he did not drive'
'we did not drive'
'you (pi) did not drive'
'they did not drive'
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3.4.2.8 SUbjunctive. As mentioned above, subject pronouns do not generally
occur directly before the verb root. In the case of the subjunctive, however, we
have a pronoun inventory which differs slightly from the normal subject pronouns.
These subjunctive pronouns, which are formed (in every case but the first person
singular) by prefixing the consonant /k-/ to the ordinary subject pronouns and
adding high tone, do occur immediately before the verb root, as shown in (26).11
(26)

l<i-fU nu m-kp::>/

'he wants me to hit'

3S.COMP-want COMP IS.SUB1-hit

/aJu nu kt-kp::>/

'he wants you to hit'

2S.SUB1-hit

/aJu nu k6-kp::>/

'he wants him to hit'

3S.SUB1-hit

/afu nu ku-kp::>/

'he wants us to hit'

I P.SUB1-hit

/afU nu kI-kp::>/

'he wants you(pl) to hit'

2P.SUB1-hit

/aJu nu ka-kp::>/

'he wants them to hit'

3P.SUB1-hit

/af6 nu m-d30/

'he wants me to cook'

3S.COMP-want COMP I S.SUB1--<.:00k

/af6 nu ke-d30/

'he wants you to cook'

2S.SUB1--<.:00k

/afU nu ko-d30/

'he wants him to cook'

3S.SUB1--<.:00k

/afU nu ku-d30/

'he wants us to cook'

IP.SUB1--<.:00k

/afu nu kI-d30/

'he wants you (pi) to cook'

2P.SUB1--cook

/aJ6 nu ka-d30/

'he wants them to cook'

3P.SUB1--<.:00k

3.4.2.9 Imperative. The imperative also undergoes vowel harmony, both in its
positive and negative forms. In the positive form, the second person singular is
equivalent to the citation form of the verb root, therefore it will not be considered
here. The second person plural is formed with /if - iii and the first person plural
with the same form as the SUbjunctive, /k6/ - /kU/.
II Segmentally, these pronouns consist, except in the case of the first person singular, of the
vowel of the ordinary (non-subjunctive) subject pronoun preceded by the consonant /k/ (which
replaces the consonant of the ordinary subject pronoun in the case of the first and second person
plural forms). Although this generalization is surely no accident, we will regard these pronouns
for purposes of this paper simply as portmanteau morphemes marking both person-number and
subjunctive aspect. Tonally, these subjunctive pronouns are uniformly high.
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/I-kp81
/ku-kp81

[ikp8]
[kukp8]

'you (pI) hit!'
'let's hit'

/i-mlil
/ku-mlil

[lmli]
[kumli]

'you (pi) get up!'
'let's get up'

Imperative negation is formed with the morpheme Ifa; ~ Ifel, which directly
preceeds the verb root, and a particle Ime/, which follows the verb. Again, the
same pronoun markers are employed 0, /iI ~ /ii, Ikul ~ /ku/, for the second person
singular, second person plural, and first person plural, respectively, as in (28).
(28)

Ifft-kp8 mel
/i-fft-kp8 mel
/ko-fft-kp8 mel

[fftkp5me]
[ifakp5me]
[kofakp5me]

'don't hit!'
'you (pi) don't hit!'
'let's not hit'

Ife-mli mel
/i-fe-mli mel
/ku-fe-mli mel

[femhme]
[ifemhme]
[kUfemhme]

'don't get up'
'you (pI) don't get up'
'let's not get up'

3.5 Extent of harmony. In the previous section, I presented an overview of
harmonizing affixes in Akposso. As suggested above, there are some limitations to
the extent of vowel harmony within verb morphology. This is also true for noun
morphology. However, before we tum to this issue, let us first consider the extent
of vowel harmony across word boundaries.
3.5.1 Word boundaries. As far as I have been able to ascertain, vowel harmony
does not extend across word boundaries in Akposso. Rather, it appears that the
spread of vowel harmony is restricted to the morphological word (and, as we shall
see below, applies only to a limited extent within the morphological word). This
may be due to a constraint in the language whereby the harmony of a morphological word is root controlled and the ATR quality of one root cannot interfere
with the ATR quality of an adjacent root. Consider the examples in (29)-(34),
(29) Verb + Noun

IS-do em fl1

[SdWemfI]

'he is joyful'

[Sd W edinl]

'he is inside the room'

[etJikivi]

'it turned into water'

[etJikIle]

'it became a cavity'

3S-be joy in

IS-do eom1/
3S-be room

/e-tfIb ivi/
3S.COMP-become water

le-tJikg Hel
3S.COMP-become cavity
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(30) Verb + Adverb

/emeku je ke-mli gugulugU!
belly ART INCOMP-get.up swollen

Ai-btl rna gugulugU!
3S.COMP-squirt plant swollen

l<i-15 gblgblgbl/
3S-black very. black

/e-tJib kl6k16/
3S-turn rapidly

[emekWekemligugulugu]
'the belly is swollen'
[ablimagugulugu]
'it's pushed out and swollen'
[a15gbigbigbl]
'it's very black'
[etJibk16k16 ]
'he's turning back and forth rapidly'

(31) Noun Phrase + Verb
/5ta e-qi 5t5 fl/
rabbit 3S.CMP-enter hole in

Ikofi a-ka 5-na ib5/

[5teqi::>t5n]
'the rabbit went into the hole'
[kofiak5nib5]

Koffi 3S.CMP-give 3S.POSS-mother 'Koffi gave his mother the calabash'
calabash

/5l6na setu a-ka 6de ::>tJ:J/
work hard 3S--cause old.age quickly

/5l6na e-setu/
work 3S-hard

/Ukpl a-tJi oglo/
dog 3S.CMP-bite rat

[516nasetWak6d5::>tJ:J ]
'hard work makes you grow old quickly'
[5l6nesetu]
'work is hard'
[ukpi,HJoogloo]
'the dog bit the rat'

(32) Noun Phrase + Adverb

lama nu etu gblgbl/
appearance like body black

;e-tflkd nu emu je kluklu/
3S-turn like eye ART back.and.forth

[amanetugblgbi]
'he has a very black body'
[etJikdnem w ek16klu]
'he's turning his eyes like an owl'

(33) Indirect Object + Direct Object

Ikofi a-ka 5-na ile/
Koffi 3S-give 3S.POSS-mother ladle

[kofiak5nile]
'Koffi gave his mother the ladle'

[kofi akoned3Ib5]
Koffi 3S-give 3S.POSS-sister calabash 'Koffi gave his sister the calabash'

Ikofi a-ka o-ned3d ib5/
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(34) Noun +Adjective
[516nasetW e]
'the hard work'

/5l6m1 setu-e/
work hard-ART

/mu6

VE

a-bwe nu OPWg/

orange ripe 3S-good for drinking

[mu6vabwenopwg]
'a ripe orange is good for drinking'

which show that ATR harmony does not spread between a verb and its object,
between a verb and a following adverb, between a noun phrase and a following
verb, between a noun phrase and a following adverb, between an indirect object
and a following direct object, or between a noun and a following adjective. Note
that the general process in Akposso that elides or glides the first of two adjacent
vowels is operative in many of the examples below. The elision and glide formation
process has no affect whatsoever on the ATR quality of the adjacent root.
3.5.2 Nominal contexts. Vowel harmony within the Akposso noun phrase, with
the exception of the two cases presented above in section 3.4.1, does not appear to
extend across morpheme boundaries. Within the inventory of definite and indefinite articles (singular and plural), for example, only the bound form of the definite
article /-e/ ~ /-e/ undergoes harmony. The other articles, the definite article /je/
(which we saw earlier), as well as /dI/, /dlm/, the singular and plural forms of the
indefinite article, and also /wa/, /m/, /wam/, the definite plural forms, do not. 12 We
will look at examples of the indefinite articles and the plural.
(35)

!iiI dI/

[isldI]

'a (certain) yam'

[lsldlmJ

'some (certain) yams'

[lslwam]

'yams'

[alevlnl]

'young men'

yam INDF

(IiI dI-m/
yam INDF-PL

(IiI wa-m/
yam DEF-PL

/a-levI-m/
PL-young men-PL

True noun-noun (N-N) compounds in Akposso are relatively rare. We shall see
a few examples of such compounds later. However, Akposso has a highly productive N-N construction. The first component of this construction consists of a noun
whose form is identical to its citation form. The second component consists of a
noun root minus its initial vowel and tone. Both components maintain their underlying ATR value. Consider the examples in (36) of the N-N construction.

12 I have recognized various forms of pluralization in Akposso and understand that they are fum:tioning differently on the discourse level. This is a study in process.
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a. /5kp5/ + /ine/

l5kp5ne]

'deer trail'

[ujline]

'elephant trail'

[€zOwt]

'pot with porridge residue in it'

[um61iwe]

'pot with rice residue in it'

[usek6]

'honey jar'

[515kOko]

'salt shaker'

[5fik6]

'palm wine container'

[ulitJuu]

'wood in a granary used as step'

[6m16m]

'hunter'

[ekpem]

'hiker'

[ivld3a]

'cemetery'

lekped3a]

'hunting grounds'

[5vbvju]

'chick'

[ukplvju]

'puppy'

[~betJ~]

'creek'

J. /e vld3e-tJ~/

[e vid3etJ ~ 1

'tiny child'

k. !ma-ka!

[lnaka]

, grandmother'

[ugbeka]

'large grasslands'

[€k6ji]

'merchandise (bought thing)'

[€k6je]

'food (edible things)'

deer

trail

b. /ujli/ + /ine/
elephant trail

c. /€zO/ + /aw€/
porridge pot

d. /um6li/ + /aw€/
rice

pot

e. /use/ + /ik6/
honey

gourd

f. /515kO/ + !Jk.6/
salt

(37)

gourd

a. /5fi-k6/
drink -gourd

b. /uli-tJuu/
granary-wood

c. /6m16-ru/
hunt-NOM

d. /ekpe-m/
hike-NOM

e. /ivI-d3a/
furrow-place

f. /ekpe-d3a/
hunt-place

g. /5vb-vju/
chicken-DIM

h. /Ukpl-vju/
dog-DIM
L

/~be-tJ~/

river-DIM
child-DIM

mother-QUAL

l

/ugbe-ka!
savanna-QUAL

m. /€k6-jV
thing-buy

n. /tk6-je/
thing--eat
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Morphologically complex nouns, those formed through derivation, nominalization, and compounding, etc., also do not harmonize for ATR throughout the entire
word, as this would extend across a morpheme boundary, as shown in (37).
3.5.3 Verb morphology. In section 3.4.2, we considered the various prefixing
aspects and morphemes which harmonize with the verb root. Of the various
aspects I have thus encountered in my study of Akposso, only one, the repetitive
morpheme, /tJi/, fails to harmonize with the verb root, as shown in (38). The same
form of the morpheme occurs whether preceding [+ATR] or [-ATR] verb roots.
(3R)

/na-tJi-ba /
Ina -tJi -je/

[natJiba]
fnatJije]

'I've come again'
'I've eaten again'

/na-tJi-vu/
/na-tJi-b6/

[natJivu]
[natJibo]

'I've bought again'
'I've uprooted again'

As I have suggested elsewhere, there are limits to the extent of vowel harmony
in prefixing aspects. It would appear that in the aspectual sequence, only the
syllable directly preceding the verb root harmonizes. All other syllables in the
aspectual sequence surface invariantly in their underlying [-ATR] form.
(39)

a. /6m-a-ba-baJ [6mababa]
'he will come (someday)'
b. /6m-a-be-mli/ [6mabemli]
'he will get up (someday),
(not *[6mebemli])
c. /6-na-ma-ba/ [6namaba]
'he will not come'
d. /6-na-me-mli/ [6namemh]
'he will not get up'
(not *[6nememh])
e. /6-na-d3a-ba/ [6nad3aba]
'he has not come yet'
f. /6-na-d3e-mli/ [6nad3emh]
'he has not got up yet'
(not *[6ned3emh])

This becomes even more clear in the case of the disyllabic morpheme /k~ma/
(which marks the incompletive when it follows the negative marker) in which only
the syllable immediately preceding the verb root harmonizes. While it is entirely
possible that historically this was in fact two separate morphemes, synchronically it
is functioning as a single morpheme.
(40)

/m-na-k::ma-kp:::>/
/m-na-bne-b6/
/m-na-bna-tJi/
/m-na-bne-kU/

'I'm not hitting'
'I'm not uprooting'
'I'm not cutting'
'I'm not driving'
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[+ATR] harmony, however, will spread to a subject pronoun that directly
precedes a [+ ATR] aspect marker; in this case, a span of two syllables to the left of
the verb root is affected. We have seen many examples of this in section 3.4.
Consider the following examples by way of review.
(41)

lni-ne-kU/
Im-na-kp:)1

[nineku]
[mnakp3]

'I did not drive'
'I did not hit'

Ini-je-kU/
Im-ja-kp:)1

[nijeku]
[mjakp:) ]

'I am beginning to drive'
'I'm beginning to hit'

Note that, in examples (41) above, the negative morpheme Inal - Inel does
harmonize with a verb root which it directly precedes, in contrast to some of the
examples in (39) above which have an intervening aspect marker between the
negative marker and the verb root.
3.5.4 Loan words. There is a general tendency for loan words to conform to
vowel harmony constraints within Akposso. Consider the following English loan
words that have been "Akpossoized". All vowels within the morpheme conform
to one ATR set or the other.
(42)

ItJ6tfII
Ip6mpl/

Iparnl
/k6fE/
Ipef~1

IpfuU/

'church'
'pump'
'pan'
'coffee'
'avocado (pear)'
'cat'

The Akan names for days of the week have been borrowed into Akposso, as in
many of the languages spoken in the southern regions of Togo and Ghana. The
Akan word [d3 W oda] for Monday has been borrowed into Ewe and Akposso as
[d30qa] and [d30d~], respectively. Because the central vowel is part of a root
whose initial vowel is interpreted as [+ ATR] in Akposso, the lal is borrowed in as
I~I in order to conform to harmony.
Compare this with the Ewe word [atike] 'medicine', which has been borrowed
into Akposso as [atike]. Here a central vowel preceding [+ATR] vowels does not
surface as [+ATR] [g], but as [-ATR] [a]. In general,/a/preceding [+ATR] vowels
tends to be quite resistant to harmony. This is well within the normal behavior of
the Akposso vowel harmony system, as we have seen other examples of [+ATR]
harmony not extending to initial la/, such as the case of the third person plural
subject pronoun in verb morphology, and also the second of our two vestigial
noun classes, which takes lal rather than Igl as its plural prefix. Other words, whose
origin is less clear, like [aklcite] 'banana' and [anase] 'pineapple' also fall into this
category.
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APPENDIX

The following data illustrate each vowel in Akposso in word-final, word-initial, and
word-medial position. The first set of words, used to illustrate vowels in word-final
position, were also used to make measurements of the first and second formant
frequencies of the word-final vowels. These measurements appear next to each
word. (Average values of the formant measurements for each vowel, presented
earlier in (2), are listed following each vowel.)
The diacritics that are being used to indicate tone are as follows: ' signifies high
tone,' low tone, ~ low-rising, - lower mid tone, high falling. The absence of a diacritic mark signifies mid tone.
A

word-final position

/II:

N:

lei:

/£/:

Fl

F2

[edi]
'palm nut'
[ull]
'granary'
[kI]
'to stay'
[bI]
'to spoil'
[mli]
'to stand up'
Average formant measurements for Iii

300
350
300
270
290

2040
2110
2240
2090
2220

302

2140

'joy'
[Ecn]
'village'
[all]
'to cry'
[bI]
'to bite, cut'
[tJI]
'to fall'
[PI]
Average formant measurements for /II

300
300
280
300
330

2130
2360
2220
2260
2030

302

2200

[ohe]
'one born after twins'
'honey'
[use]
'oven'
[elute]
[kpe]
'to hunt'
[ne]
'to drill a hole'
Average formant measurements for lei

330
360
360
300
330

1970
1820
1960
2130
1630

336

1902

'palm branch sack'
[ekpete]
[5sE]
'tail'
[EsE]
'abstract thing'
'to take, receive'
[tel
'to ripen'
[vEl
Average formant measurements for lEI

450
540
480
540
570

1970
1680
1680
1930
1870

516

1826

ATR vowel harmony in Akposso
/g/:

[Ikplg]

460
510
530
510
510

1280
1570
1290
1450
1360

504

1390

'termite'
630
660
'type oftrap'
700
'to
wait'
Ua]
750
[ba]
'to come'
740
[kpa]
'to carve wood'
Average formant measurements for /a/ 696

1260
1290
1430
1470
1310

300
350
330
340
330

950
1110
950
800
720

330

906

'finger'
'face'
'to rot'
[kp~]
'to hit'
[s5]
'to flower'
Average formant measurements for /~/

540
620
610
570
630

1040
1090
990
1070
1110

594

1060

[emu]
'eye'
[lvu]
'raffia sack'
[kill
'to die'
'to crush'
[will
[zu]
'to pound'
Average formant measurements for /u/

300
370
320
340
270
320

910
890
790
710
810
R22

380
360
390
330
440

660
700
1000
660
1030

3RO

810

'spear'
'saliva'
[g~]
'to borrow'
[dg]
'to fish'
[tJ~yl~]
'to praise'
Average formant measurements for /~/
[ut~]

/a!:

/0/:

hi:

[eza]
[6na]

[lblO]
'large calabash'
[ukI6]
'cold'
[ukpMo]
'courtyard'
[bo]
'to pull out'
[ylo]
'to operate'
Average formant measurements for /0/
[if~]

[aI6]
[f5]

/u/:

/0/:

209

nyu]
[6t6]
[ku]

'sore'
'ear'
'to sweep'
[tk6]
'concrete thing'
[Iu]
'to carry'
Average formant measurements for /u/

1352

210
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word-initial position

/1/:

[lsi]
[ivu]
[IbI6]

word-medial position
[idikil]
[ejid3d]
[tflb]
[lile]

'tapped palm tree'
'threshing floor'
'to become'
'to drop'

[ine]

'yam'
'raffia sack'
'large calabash'
'spear'
'animal trail'

[Iv!'i]
[Ikple]
[If::> ]
[Iya]
[IVU]

'skin, paper'
'bone'
'finger'
'pig'
'sore'

[IJlItI]
[awIfI]
[atIke 1
[kfIte]
[ WIlli]

'fear'
'type of tool'
'traditional chalk'
'to criticize'
'to grow up'

[edl]
[emu]

'palm nut'
'eye'
'taboo'

[ined3d]
[IwetJo]
[idenil]
[setu]
[we Ie]

, sister'
'type of saucepan'
'a type of insect'
'to be hard'
'to wash'

[tn5]
[eza]
[tku]

'joy'
'abstract thing'
'filaria fly'
'termite'
'concrete thing'

[tmeku]
[alena]
[evlegba]
[ven]
[kpete]

'stomach'
'build, condition'
'type of plant'
'to appear'
'to pick fruit'

/a!:

[all]
[aje]
[aI6]
raga]
[awu]

'village'
'fonio'
'face'
'poverty'
'clothes'

[alab6]
[IwatJ:> ]
[:">daba]
[dawlI]
[wadll

'cheek'
'cockroach'
'eye lash'
'to be sweet'
'to rise early'

/0/:

[oji]
[ohe]
[6gu]
[ogI6]

'sale'
'one born after twins'
'type of bird'
'rat'

[616ku]
[egb;)ma]
[ab:">g:"> ]
[k:">su]
[kp;)la]

'salt'
'type of trap'
'type of hat'
'to look at'
'to spring a trap'

/;)/:

[6fi]
[6st]
[6t6]
[6ta]
[5nu]

'drink'
'tail'
'hole'
'rabbit'
'baggage'

[ukp~mu]

'clan'
'courtyard'
'to praise'
'to help someone'

[lkpl~]

N:

/e/:

[ekl~]

Ie/:

[tefI ]
[ESE]

[ukpMo]
[tJdyld]
[y~du]

ATR vowel harmony in Akposso

/u/:

[ull]
lulu]
[use]

[etule]
[udunu]
[6tud30]

[ukI6]

'granary'
'wind'
'honey'
'saliva'
'cold'

[bliine]

'oven'
'house'
'sparrow hawk'
'to be bitter'
'to fly'

[611]
[6t6]
[ud3:) ]
[6na]
[6vl£ ]

'waist'
'ear'
'mud'
'type of trap'
'hunger'

[6w61O]
[twu]1a]
[aduk6]
[duvll]
[dul6]

'egg'
'wild calabash'
'knee'
'to be slippery'
'to be heavy'

[ut~]

luI:

211

[du]1~]
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